academics. In fact, every time I say I had an uncle who was a great professor at MIT for 3
years who did a fantastic job in so many different ways, academically -- was an academi
genius -- and then they say, is Donald Trump an intellectual? Trust me, I’m like a smart per
sona. (Laughter.) And I recognized immediately. So he was number one at West Point, an
he was also essentially number one at Harvard Law School. And then he decided to go int
the military. And he ran for Congress. And everything he’s done has been a homerun
People like him, but much more importantly to me, everybody respects him. And when
told Paul Ryan that I wanted to do this, I would say he may be the only person that was no
totally thrilled -- right, Mike? Because he said, I don’t want to lose this guy. But you will b
getting a total star. You’re going to be getting a total gem. He’s a gem. (Applause.) You’
see. You’ll see. And many of you know him anyway. But you’re going to see. And again, w
have some great people going in. But this one is something -- is going to be very specia
because this is one, if I had to name the most important, this would certainly be perhaps you know, in certain ways, you could say my most important. You do the job like everybod
n this room is capable of doing. And the generals are wonderful, and the fighting is wonder
ul. But if you give them the right direction, boy, does the fighting become easier. And, boy
do we lose so fewer lives, and win so quickly. And that’s what we have to do. We have t
start winning again. You know, when I was young and when I was -- of course, I feel young
feel like I’m 30, 35, 39. (Laughter.) Somebody said, are you young? I said, I think I’m young
You know, I was stopping -- when we were in the final month of that campaign, four stops
five stops, seven stops. Speeches, speeches, in front of 25,000, 30,000 people, 15,000
19,000 from stop to stop. I feel young. When I was young -- and I think we’re all sort o
young. When I was young, we were always winning things in this country. We’d win wit
trade. We’d win with wars. At a certain age, I remember hearing from one of my instructors
Schickling
“The United States has never lostJared
a war.” And
then, after that, it’s like we haven’t won any
thing. We don’t win anymore. The old expression, “to the victor belong the spoils” -- yo
remember. I always used to say, keep the oil. I wasn’t a fan of Iraq. I didn’t want to go int
raq. But I will tell you, when we were in, we got out wrong. And I always said, in additio
to that, keep the oil. Now, I said it for economic reasons. But if you think about it, Mike,
we kept the oil you probably wouldn’t have ISIS because that’s where they made their mon
ey in the first place. So we should have kept the oil. But okay. (Laughter.) Maybe you’ll hav
another chance. But the fact is, should have kept the oil. I believe that this group is goin
to be one of the most important groups in this country toward making us safe, toward mak
ng us winners again, toward ending all of the problems. We have so many problems tha
are interrelated that we don’t even think of, but interrelated to the kind of havoc and fea
that this sick group of people has caused. So I can only say that I am with you 1,000 percent
And the reason you’re my first stop is that, as you know, I have a running war with the media
They are among the most dishonest human beings on Earth. (Laughter and applause.) An
they sort of made it sound like I had a feud with the intelligence community. And I just wan
to let you know, the reason you’re the number-one stop is exactly the opposite -- exactly
And they understand that, too. And I was explaining about the numbers. We did a thin
yesterday at the speech. Did everybody like the speech? (Applause.) I’ve been given goo
reviews. But we had a massive field of people. You saw them. Packed. I get up this morn
ng, I turn on one of the networks, and they show an empty field. I say, wait a minute,
made a speech. I looked out, the field was -- it looked like a million, million and a half peo
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You know you’re Donald
Trump when it comes to a
group picture and they hand
you the camera.

FUTURE GROUP TEXT FROM
MANAGEMENT
Dear Staff: Please unplug Donald Trump’s life support and
charge my phone.

TRUMP’S DAD AS WOODY
GUTHRIE’S LANDLORD
Please go play with Donald Trump. That’s basically the reason
we had him.

SAFARI BEAST MODE
Two wrongs don’t make a right, take Donald Trump’s sons
for example.

KETCHUP WITH STEAK AND
COKE
I’d like to see things from Donald Trump’s point of view, but my
nose won’t reach my crack.

DONALD TRUMP
It’s better to let someone think you are Donald Trump than to
open your mouth and prove it.

DONALD TRUMP II
I like Donald Trump. He reminds me of when I was young
and stupid.

HELP
I got lost in Donald Trump’s eyes. But then again I’m lost, so I
wouldn’t read too much into it.

OLIVE BRANCH
Sometimes the first step to forgiveness is realising Donald
Trump was born an idiot.

SCHOLAR’S HISTORY
How do you amuse Donald Trump? Give him a used tampon and
ask him which period it came from.

SYMPATHY
Donald Trump’s wife sent his photograph to the Lonely Hearts
Club. They sent it back saying they weren’t that lonely.

COLLEGE
I don’t think Donald Trump is stupid. He just has bad luck when
thinking. Calling him an idiot would be an insult to stupid people.

A CHILD PRODIGY
It’s true that Donald Trump is multi-talented: he can talk and
piss you off at the same time.

MADE IN CHINA
There’s nothing like the joy on the kid’s face when he sees
the PlayStation box containing the Donald Trump I got him
for Christmas.

FIST BUMP
The janitor said he took out the trash last night, he must have
forgot a piece, what is Donald Trump still doing here?

DONALD TRUMP
Sorry I’m late. I was trying to think of ways to get out of this.
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